LAKE MICHIGAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS FACULTY
WISH LIST CHRISTMAS 2018

Lake Michigan Catholic Schools provide a benefit to our students that they can’t receive anywhere else—prayer and the Lord are a part of their school day. Standardized test results show that our students are among the top in the area because we provide the very best education—Mind, Body, and Soul.

While we are able to provide our staff and students with most of what they need to be successful, there are a few items that our teachers and staff are wishing for during this Christmas season. These are extras that teachers and staff feel would enhance their classrooms and school programs.

If you are interested in helping fulfill a wish, please call the elementary school and ask to speak to Mrs. Chris Glendening about the teacher or staff regarding their request. The phone number for the school is 269-429-0227. You can contact Chris Glendening directly at 269-757-4391 or email cglendening@lmclakers.org.

Mrs. Carolyn Simmons teaches High School English, AP English, Yearbook, and Honors Public Speaking. She is wishing for 15 copies of “The Road” for a total of $200, and 25 copies of “Invisible Man” for a total of $160. Mrs. Carolyn Simmons has received all of her wishes. Thank you John and Janet Geary for 15 copies of “The Road.” Thank you to Barbara Szczepanski for 25 copies of “Invisible Man.”

Mrs. Karen Lage teaches Second Grade. She is wishing for magnetic Dry Erase Desktop Easel Set for $38, and STEM educational games: Ocean Raiders Math for $20, Pet Me Multiplication/Division Math for $26, Say Cheese Multiplication for $26, Mouse Trap for $26, and Monkey Fractions for $16. Mrs. Karen Lage has received all her wishes. Thank you to Jeff and Carey Martin for the Dry Erase Desktop Easel Set, and STEM educational games: Ocean Raiders Math, Pet Me Multiplication/Division Math, Say Cheese Multiplication, Mouse Trap, and Monkey Fractions.

Mrs. Kris Cutter teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Premium solid maple range for $350, Lab Gear for $25, Learning Carpets at the Zoo for $50, and Kids Magnet Toys: 120-piece magnetic building blocks set for $60. Mrs. Kris Cutter has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Mark and Heather Vanderboegh for Learning Carpets at the Zoo.
Mrs. Lorie Loebach teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Juggling Scarves Set of 12 for $15, Colored Bean Bags set of 13 for $40, and Table Top Writing Center for $125. Mrs. Lorie Loebach has received some of her wishes. Thank you to Aaron and Kerrie Miller for Juggling Scarves Set and Colored Bean Bags set.

Mrs. Pam Bodley teaches Third Grade. She is wishing for Bostitch QuietSharp 6 Classroom Electric Sharpener for $55. Mrs. Pam Bodley has received her wish. Thank you to Aaron and Kerrie Miller for Bostitch QuietSharp 6 Classroom Electric Sharpener.

Mr. Tommie Holloway is the Elementary Custodian. He is wishing for 2 Odorstop Floor Drying/Air Mover Fans at $125 each. Mr. Tommie Holloway has received his wishes. Thank you Chris and Katie Jannings and Roger Morrissett for two Odorstop Floor Drying/Air Mover Fans.

Mrs. Carolyn Zmrhal teaches Trans Kindergarten. She is wishing for Alphabet Sounds Teaching Tubs for $175, Teaching Tubs Storage Rack for $35, Lego Classic Large Creative Brick Box for $48, and Melissa and Doug Floor Puzzle bundle for $20. Mrs. Carolyn Zmrhal has received one of her wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor for Lego Classic Large Creative Brick Box. Thank you to David and Shayleen Kraklau for the Tubs Storage Rack and the Floor Puzzle Bundle.

Mrs. Lindsey Goshgarian teaches Fifth Grade. She is wishing for 25 copies of “Fish in a Tree” for a total of $235, 25 copies of “Kira Kira” for a total of $200, and 25 copies of “Squirm” for a total of $350. Mrs. Lindsey Goshgarian has received all her wishes. Thank you to Rolfe Jenkins for 25 copies of “Fish in a Tree”, 25 copies of “Kira Kira”, and 25 copies of “Squirm”.

Mrs. Jennifer Schrauben teaches Preschool. She is wishing for two Primary Science Lab Gear for a total of $45, Farmers Market Color Sorting Set for $45, Melissa and Doug Grocery Store & Lemonade Stand for a total of $135, and $100 Lakeshore Learning gift card for literacy resources & math manipulative for $100. Mrs. Jennifer Schrauben has received one of her wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor, and Timothy and Christine Aranyos for Farmers Market Color Sorting Set.

Mrs. Sherrie Styx teaches Middle and High School Art. She is wishing for a Shimpo Pottery Wheel for $375, and PlastBat Redrilled for the pottery wheel $125.

Mrs. Laurie Marszalec teaches Fourth Grade. She is wishing for Westcott Wood Trimmer for $100, and 20 8-digit Primary Calculators for a total of $125. Mrs. Laurie Marszalec has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Sandie Kaminski for the 20 8-digit Primary Calculators.

Mr. Dan Ho has received his wish. Thank you to Pat and Julie Kessler for 20 copies of “An Essay on Economic Theory.”

Mrs. Mary Jo Jager teaches Middle School Math. She is wishing for 4 Lock Boxes for a total of $60, 4 Lockout Hasp for a total of $26, 4-Digit Locks for a total of $100, 3-Digit Locks for a total of $40, and Alpha Locks for $75.

Mrs. Mary Jo Jager has received all her wishes. Thank you Allen and Judy Zencka for granting all of Mrs. Jager wishes.

Mrs. Jennifer Whitlock teaches First Grade. She is wishing for Echo Dot Smart Speaker for $52, $100 Gift Card to Teachers Pay Teachers for resource materials, $100 Amazon Gift Card for classroom library, and AstroBrights Color paper for $28.

Mrs. Jennifer Whitlock has received one of her wishes. Thank you Mark and Heather Vanderboegh for the Echo Dot Smart Speaker.

Mrs. Tracy Glotzbach teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Pretend & Play Mailbox for $35, Comfy Seats for $230, 2 Purple and Blue Floor Gel Tiles for a total of $125, and Melissa and Doug Wooden Snacks & Sweets Food Cart, 4-piece Play Food, and Reversible Awning for a total of $135.

Mrs. Tracy Glotzbach has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Mark and Heather Vanderboegh for Pretend & Play Mailbox.

Mrs. Sue Zilke is in charge of After School Care. She is wishing for Spin Master Games Disney Beat the Parents for $20, Disney Family Feud Signature Game for $20, Peaceable Kingdom Mermaid Island Game of Adventure for $18, Game Zone Ready Spaghetti Game for $21, Melissa and Doug Prepare & Serve Pasta for $25, Melissa and Doug Top & Bake Wooden Pizza Counter Play food set for $40, Melissa and Doug Grocery Store & Lemonade Stand for $135, and Disney Panoramic 1000-piece Puzzle for $25.

Mrs. Sue Zilke has received one of her wishes. Thank you Anna Jannings for the Spin Master Games Disney Beat the Parents. Thank you to an anonymous donor for Disney Family Feud Signature Game. Thank you to Ben Frey and Kerry Mindeman for Melissa and Doug Top & Bake Wooden Pizza Counter Play food set.

Mrs. Melissa Vegter teaches Pre-Calculus, Algebra, Statistics, and Geometry. She is wishing for 25 Mr. Pen-Professional Compass with Lock sets for a total of $160.

Mrs. Melissa Vegter has received her wish. Thank you to Pat and Julie Kessler for 25 Mr. Pen-Professional Compass with Lock sets.
Mrs. Kara Cullen teaches Fifth Grade. She is wishing for Teachers Pay Teachers gift cards in any denominations for resource materials, Dirt Devil Vacuum Cleaner Vibe 3 in 1 Bagless Stick & Handheld Vacuum Cleaner for $28, 25 copies of “The Report Card” for a total of $175, and 25 copies of “Pay It Forward” for a total of $235.

Mrs. Kara Cullen has received some of her wishes. Thank you to Allen and Judi Jencka for 25 copies of “The Report Card,” and Dirt Devil Vacuum. Thank you to Aaron and Kerrie Miller for 25 copies of “Pay It Forward.” Thank you to John and Sara Horvath for $100 Teachers Pay Teachers Gift Card.

Mrs. Ginger Hysell teaches Middle School English. She is wishing for Barnes and Noble gift cards in any denomination for Middle School English.

Mrs. Ginger Hysell has received one of her wishes. Thank you to anonymous donor for a $125 Barnes and Noble gift cards. Thank you to Allen and Judi Zencka for $100 Barnes and Noble.

Mrs. Stephanie Rugg teaches Second Grade. She is wishing for Privacy Partitions for $70, Mobile 10 Bin Storage Cart for $225, and IRIS 10 Drawer Rolling Storage Cart for $50, Fill-in-the-Blank Phonic Stamps for $40, Giant Magnetic Regrouping Chart for $40, and Magnetic Folder Bins for $40.

Mrs. Stephanie Rugg has received one of her wishes. Thank you to David and Shayleen Kraklau for the Privacy Partitions. Thank you to an anonymous donor for Fill-in-the-Blank Phonic Stamps. Thank you to Todd and Patricia Baranek for Giant Magnetic Regrouping Chart.

Miss Ashley Pagel teaches Elementary Physical Education. She is wishing for Gophersport wagon to carry equipment and supplies for the outdoor activities for $175.

Business Office is wishing for 4 Plug Hub Power Strip cord management systems for a total of $100, and 4 Belkin 6-outlet power strips with surge protection for a total of $50.

The Business Office has received one of their wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor for 2 Belkin 6-outlet power strips with surge protection.

Mrs. Amanda Bruce teaches High School English and History. She is wishing for 20 copies of “Persepolis” for a total of $210, and 20 copies of “Fahrenheit” for a total of $220.

Mrs. Amanda Bruce has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Earl and Claudette Becher and Roger Morrissett for 20 copies of “Fahrenheit”.

Mrs. Mary Dudding teaches Elementary Art. She is wishing for Gift Cards to Michaels in any denomination to purchase various art supply items.

Mrs. Mary Dudding has received some of her wishes. Thank you to some anonymous donors for $75 Michael’s Gift Card.
High School Math Department is wishing for a person or family to sponsor the Math Student of the Year Award on a yearly basis. We can name the award after the donor. Cost for this yearly award is $600 which includes a glass trophy. The High School Math Department has received their wish. Thank you to Frank, Barbara and Susan Janiszewski for sponsoring the Math Student of the Year Award in honor of their mother, Ethel Janiszewski.

Mrs. Kathleen Smart is in the Guidance department and Social Worker. She is wishing for $200 gift card from Amazon for books to use for K-5th grade students. Mrs. Kathleen Smart has received some of her wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor for $25 Amazon Gift Card. Thank you to Aaron and Kerrie Miller for $50 Amazon Gift Card.

Mr. Vince Riso is the Maintenance Supervisor. He is wishing for various hand tools for $200. Mr. Vince Riso has received some of his wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor for $50 Gift Card to Lowe’s for tools.

Mrs. Jamie Hannapel teaches Kindergarten. She is wishing for 15 Wobble Seat Cushions $20 each. Mrs. Jamie Hannapel has received some of her wishes. Thank you to John and Sara Horvath for 5 Wobble Seat Cushions.

Mrs. Cindy Sirk teaches the Good Shepherd Program. She is wishing for a gold framed print of a Polish Madonna for $70. Mrs. Cindy Sirk has received her wish. Thank you to Barbara Szczepanski for a gold framed print of a Polish Madonna.

Mrs. Amber Zebell teaches Chemistry, Biology, Math, and Anatomy. She is wishing for Texas Instruments 30XIIS Calculators Teachers kit for $120. Mrs. Amber Zebell has received her wish. Thank you to Chris and Tracey Warner for Texas Instruments 30XIIS Calculators Teachers kit.

Mrs. Johnette Kurina teaches Third Grade. She is wishing for Black + Decker Compact Lithium Hand Vacuum for $35, and 5 Money Bags Coin Value game for $90. Mrs. Johnette Kurina has received all of her wishes. Thank you Rich and Yvonne Des Jardins for the Black + Decker Compact Lithium Hand Vacuum. Thank you to John and Sara Horvath for the 5 Money Bags Coin Value game.

Mrs. Nicole Mills teaches Kindergarten. She is wishing for Energy Stick 4pack for $35, 4 Flex Space Wobble Cushions for a total of $75, Orbium Train set for $60, and Table Top Writing Center for $99. Mrs. Nicole Mills has received some of her wishes. Thank you to Sarah Jannings for the Orbium Train set. Thank you to Ron and Judi Koeper for 3 Flex Space Wobble Cushions.
Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Schmidt, and Mr. Larry Glendening are seeking sponsors to assist families in their efforts to provide a Catholic faith based education for their children. Our schools serve an important role for the future of our Church and your help will assist us in fulfilling this mission. For elementary academics call Mr. Larry Hoskins at 429-0227, for middle/high academics call Mr. Joe Schmidt at 983-2511, and for operations call Mr. Larry Glendening at 983-5529.

On behalf of the faculty, thank you and may you receive God’s Blessings during this holiday season!